Glueboard Flykillers
Stylish and contemporary, the AuraTM decorative flykiller is an
ultra discreet unit designed for front-of-house applications.
Ideal for use within cafes, restaurants, bars and hotels, the
AuraTM offers an elegant, modern aesthetic alongside
innovative easy-to-service features and maximum efficacy.
The unique circular design of the unit allows light to attract
flying insects from a full 360° around the unit, attracted by the
patented SynergeticTM green light, whilst the design of the
discreetly positioned glueboard gives a 100% useful glue area
which remains hidden from customer view.

Glueboards
pack of 6

Aura is designed for use with genuine GLUPACTM pheromone
impregnated glueboards, which incorporate UV stable dry
glue for longer life and an increased catch.
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CobraTM has been designed and developed to enable us to
offer one of the most efficient glue board insect control systems
available.
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Unique Technology in Cobra
provides a faster catch than
other fly traps of its kind
Mean catch of the Cobra 45 Watt translucent trap compared
with two leading competitor units over a 3 hour period
Percentage of houseflies trapped
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The NEW & INNOVATIVE translucent technology incorporated
in the CobraTM
emits the most UV light intensity compared
to similar types of units. This Unique UV dispersing technology
allows for the light to shine from the front, top and sides
covering large areas and thus increasing the fly catch - even
for small flies. Our extensive research has identified that shape
and colour as well as light output, influences the number of
insects attracted. The CobraTMdesign includes all of these
features. In addition, the unit is fitted with a UV light reflecting
louvre panel behind the tubes to further enhance the output.
The louvre also provides the further benefit of hiding the
insects from view and provides discreet insect control for public
sensitive areas.

Glueboards
pack of 15

Cobra caught 74% of flies within one hour

Fact! Consistently outperformed other
competitor units

Fact! Translucent cover emits UV at
180o angle

Fact! The dispersed UV output increases

Ultra-modern
design and
fly attraction
cutting-edge technology make
Fact!
Discreet fly
control with large catch area
ECLIPSE
the most
stylish,
discreet and effective solution
to flying insect control in frontof-house locations.

ECLIPSE is the result of the fusion of design-led development,
the very latest advances in UVa transmission technology and
customer-driven demand for a unit to bring effective control of
flying insects to the most sensitive public areas.
ECLIPSE complements any décor and lighting scheme and
even offers a range of different fascia colour and finish options
to ensure it will enhance any existing room colour choices.
It also features integral soft-ambience LED visible light output
that can supplement the lighting scheme in its chosen location
and together with silent operation and the totally out of sight
insect catch system, further disguise its proven control
capability. In every way, ECLIPSE is the realisation of modern,
discreet and effective flying insect control.

Glueboards
pack of 10

NectarTM offers a highly effective in-counter solution to
unsightly wasps and fruit flies, providing versatile installation and
simple servicing.
NectarTM is designed to specifically offer protection against
wasps, fruit flies and other flying insects in confectionary, meat
and deli counters, salad bars and fresh produce counters,
keeping food display units free from unhygienic pests.
NectarTM is designed for use with genuine GLUPAC®
attractant impregnated glueboards, which incorporate UV
stable glue for longer life and an increased catch, whilst also
being quick and easy to change.

Glueboards
pack of 12

